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Unseen Nelson portrait that hung in school common room 

could be worth six figures 
By TOM GARDNER 
PUBLISHED: 16:52, 5 April 2012 | UPDATED: 01:30, 6 April 2012 
 

• Portrait of Admiral Lord Nelson valued at £100,000 
• Roadshow expert said unsigned picture was likely to be work 

of Edridge 
 

It hung ignored in a school common room for years, surviving numerous near misses 
with stray table tennis balls. 

But now this portrait of Admiral Lord Nelson, five years before his death at Trafalgar in 
1805, has been valued at £100,000. 

He is shown wearing his naval uniform with his right sleeve pinned to his chest, having 
lost his arm three years previously, and with no sight in his right eye, which was 
injured in the 1794 raid on Corsica. 

 
Discovery: The portrait of Admiral Lord Nelson which had hung from the 
common room wall for years - during which it had a few near misses with the 
odd tennis ball or two - is expected to fetch six figures at sale 
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Sam Kester and Lynsey Choules, head boy and girl at the £23,000-a-year Royal 
Hospital School in Suffolk, took the Indian ink picture to be valued at an Antiques 
Roadshow event in London with geography teacher Rob Mann. 

Roadshow expert Philip Mould said the unsigned portrait was likely to be the work of 
Henry Edridge, who depicted Nelson several times. 

Valuing it at the six-figure sum, he added: ‘This is a peculiarly potent image of the 
great man - probably in many ways the greatest hero in English history. 

‘The delight about this particular image is that there’s a lot of the individual man; he’s 
lost his arm, he’s lost the sight of one eye. We know this man was in great pain, but 
we also know that he was a man of tremendous valour. 

‘It is the sort of image of Lord Nelson that many collectors across the world would 
almost die for.’ 

It is believed the portrait once belonged to Earl St Vincent, a friend of Nelson, and was 
donated to the school in 1853. 

Sam said he and his fellow pupils had never ‘taken much notice’ of it and regularly 
played ball games around it. The 18in x 12in work will now hang in the 300-year-old 
school’s heritage centre. 

The pencilled drawing of the naval hero was donated in 1854 to the private Royal 
Hospital School near Ipswich, Suffolk, which has strong links with Nelson. 

But from that point it disappeared from history. Until the framed portrait was taken to 
the Antiques Roadshow in Wimbledon, south west London, by teacher Rob Mann 
head boy and girl Sam Kester and Lyndsey Choules. 

Sam said: ‘We have it on the wall as we go into our boarding house and we don’t take 
much notice of it. 

‘Ball games have been played around it, and luckily it hasn’t been hit. 
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Shock: TV expert Philip Mould, left, delivers the amazing news about the portrait 
to members of the Royal Hospital School in Suffolk on TV's Antiques Roadshow 

‘And looking into those eyes, I think there’s a side of the man that we don’t normally 
encounter in those rather brassy oil paintings. 

‘So this is about 1798-1800...of course it’s five years until the Battle of Trafalgar.’ 

 
Heroic end: The newly discovered portrait was created in about 1800, five years 
before Admiral Nelson died at the Battle of Trafalgar 
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‘It is just the sort of image of the great Lord Nelson that many collectors across the 
world would almost die for. 

‘You have the great man with ships behind, you’ve also got the soul of the man as 
well. You have both aspects of the great hero.’ 

Upon being told the art work is worth a six figure sum geography teacher Mr Mann 
said: ‘Wow! Amazing. 

‘Well hopefully we’ll make sure that the ball games stop and we put it on show so that 
the public can see it as well as the students.’ 

James Lockwood, deputy headmaster of the Royal Hospital School, said the portrait 
will now hang in the 300 year old school’s heritage centre. 

He added: ‘The portrait has hung in the common room for many years and has just 
been forgotten about. We’ll put it somewhere safer now.’ 

The previously-unknown image shows Nelson stood on a coastal path with two of his 
ships behind him. 

It was created in about 1800, five years before his death at the Battle of Trafalgar. 

Nelson is wearing his Royal Navy uniform, with his empty right sleeve held up to his 
chest having lost his arm three years before in battle. 

His right eye is stagnant from where he lost his sight during the raid on Corsica in 
1794. 

The artwork is due to be shown on the Antiques Roadshow this Sunday. 
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